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PART ONE: DEE 
 
 
Chapter One: SUMMER OF NONE 
 
 
The splendors of existence are so near. Smell them, taste them, they are yours, right there, in 
thick liquids or crunchy solids or blown twinkling on your face in a highway mist through the 
passenger-side window of a secondhand clot-red car in the night, an emergency road trip, a 
quest, a sacred journey to the Mexican neighborhood down whining interstates and mumbling 
roads where cakes are purchased on the cusp between waking and not. D kept thinking how 
he was not an inanimate object. I am not an inanimate object. He stretched his hand out the 
window against the misty night.  Tomorrow thirty. Not a devil-cold mineral-prism tumbling 
senseless in deep space away from the sun. Thirty. Not a  pebble on a stain on the road. D 
could think yes or no, say yes or no, do yes or no, could also be either or both, which is 
Maybe. Thirty. He could breathe and shit and reproduce. He could take a 5-week 
correspondence course in Scat Singing or sign up for scientific service in a super-cooled 
bunker near the core of the Earth for a contract covering most of his adult life or fuck a 
cripple in the morning sun or say “tine”. It was the morning. D held his own head as the 
highway stripes blurred under the car and D’s head beheld It Self holding It in the oblong 
rearview that might have saved his life if Moog hadn't just then reached up to make an  
inexplicable adjustment to center his own noir eyes in the oblong. Moog then asked D to roll 
up the window. The word Moog used was crank. D suddenly realized tomorrow was already 
today and D was suddenly thirty and wealthy and famous and D said, 
 
“Are you cold? You never get cold.” 
 
Moog said what Moog meant was that Moog couldn’t hear the stolen 8-Track proper with the 
window down. Moog (who had killed) said what Moog meant. 
 
Moog was pale fat pre-morph transsexual with teats installed but pre-pumped I mean 
stembud-boobies and the cockadick still on (not yet chopped and pickled for some sicko 
doc’s collection) so in six more weeks there’d be a pronoun change and anal amnesty with 
new port for (imaginary) lovers to pummel with gargantuan cockadicks of Swiftian fiction. 
Clinicians were planning to fashion slick red long clitoris from cultured divot out  
plumpunderside of Moog’s hot tongue which Moog said was every kind of wrong laughing. 
D did not roll up D’s widow but reached over and batted Moog’s meticulously-manicured, 
garishly-ringed and sweetly powdered hand from where it hovered near the 8-track and 
twisted a knob to woofer-distorting max until Moog could only grimace. Super-loud Gordon 
Lightfoot. The yardless stumble-down houses careening by while the red and orange and 
green logo on the side of Moog’s clot-red secondhand car as Moog and D enjoyed Lightfoot 
melodies of chesty puissance. The car was guided by a bootlegged dog brain in copper cases 
of positronic oils which Moog had said was every kind of wrong but what can you do? You 
take it or leave it as is is how the World works now. There were crashes sometimes when the 
Inhibitors fritzed and the cars chased cats across the sidewalk.  
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A convoy of huge Ojibwa Copwheels roared by on the left shoulder of the highway under a 
vast hologrammatical turret-light and a glowing headdressed chief towered gold on the dark 
with arms outstretched above the highway. 
 
“What?” shouted D over distorting sounds of Gordon. They were back on surface streets. 
Moog shouted there it is and they right-swerved-sudden up a long driveway lit with hurricane 
lamps and took a short drive behind the main house toward a sort of converted carriage house 
behind it bedecked in signs and symbols for commercial cola and eased to a halt near its 
rickety floodlit porch. Moog left the motor running, CAFfer music blaring at four in the a-m 
as Moog jumped out, ever-surprisingly nimble for a three-hundred-pounder clad in 
department store smock and boa. D reached over and switched off the 8-track safely in 
Moog’s absence and finger-punched the FM radio in time to hear the noodling jazzy guitar 
vamp at the end of Elvis Costello’s Alison. D was in two minds about the noodling. A) it was 
corny B) D wished D possessed the skill. D thought: this stumble-down ramshackle house on 
a street of ramshackle stumble-down houses in a ramshackle neighborhood in the sonic 
shadow of the stumble-down highway has life in it. All the lights were on in all the houses as 
far as D’s eyes could see up the alley. D said chesterfield, out loud, alone in the car, to 
surprise D. The DJ said it was four oh seven in the a-m and that D was listening to RADIO 
KNOBU FM and this next track goes out to Lord Mountbatten. And D was jarred by that and 
unsettled by subliminal peripheral movements to D’s rear left. 
 
A lot can be thought in a minute.  
 
See how much you can think just reading this sen 
 
A lapsed Catholic striding up the driveway  in tail-light red and inching up on the driver-side 
of the idling clot-red quest-car with collectible pistol drawn and cocked while Moog inside 
the carriage house hungered hot eyes through cracked glass of stolen pastry displays with a 
tattooed finger on his big dry clot-colored lip. Moog took his time picking with a practiced 
eye to the bemusement of the mustached proprietor the birthday cake he’d take home for D’s 
party later. In D’s last minute-of-thought D remembered  re 
 
membered 
 
re 
 

FLASHBACK ONE 
 
The Summer not of Love but Drum Machine.  
 
Streaming with light and beats. Do we or do we not experience Love in its most intense and 
actual when we have lost or are in suspense of losing the beat? The Negative Culpability 
called Love in the form of lost beats. 
 
Love when it hurts so super bad hard it’s a birth defect LOVE. Love like jerking a backbone 
out your rectum LOVE. D had thought about jumping in the Mississippi river LOVE with 
D’s boots on and muttered to D with a winning sneer LOVE it was convenient that D’s 
mostly-non-white mother had never taught D to LOVE swim. To no beat. 
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THE SUMMER OF NONE 
 
It was a postcard day in the Two-Towns.  
 
Down the gently grading hill from the summit of the sun-torched aluminum of the Rothschild 
Artifact Museum, down the hill and across a narrow up-curving road and suddenly down a 
much steeper hill tangled and knotty with roots and roots-bisected slabs the cold cool lather-
brown sluice of this bend in the Mississippi dazzled D in the erotic aura of D’s shirtless 
despair, arms folded over D’s hard flat chest. Glass-bottomed Triremes filled with gawking 
N’orkers circled low in sky and way high up one of those new sick bloated cross-country 
Michelin Dirigischooners blotted the sun for what felt like forever as cold crept in from the 
edge of the district-shaped eclipse and trailing flocks of inevitable bird shadows and warm 
wooshy wake of litter and grit as sun poured back to flowers rejoicing. 
 
LOVE 
 
D had curly black shoulder-curtaining hair like Indian braves with perms and something of 
the thug in D’s jaw, something of the effete French poetaster in D’s lyrical fuzz-fringed lips, 
a pinch of Negro in D’s nose and a kilo of Negro in the black-dolphin gleam of the cockadick 
of D. The cockadick stowed and savory and crusted with flaking residue from JJDDBBE’s 
haunting Cumnumen on the footpath above the river itself a trillion mighty unsprung crystal 
signatures upon silt. D a fine-featured Aborigine or a Dahlit-looking dude with magnificent 
mane of curly hair on banks of the Mississippi after a bad breakup with the only girl D’d ever 
fuck. A river so mighty it connected every sopping inch of the rich black fudge of the 
aborigine-run sub-Canadian nation called US. D would have looked so great on a pony. 
Imagine girls with all Cumnumens gooey in a surge after pony and D up Hennepin avenue 
from riverbank up long hill all the way back to Lake Street in growing mobs of bobbing teats 
and winking Cumnumens and whipping ponytails LOVE. 
 
Lost love is the first Great (loss, love) LOVE. The beautiful midnation city was full of it. All 
around D people throb in hushes resonant the liquid-filled squibs of ache both fresh and 
buried since the core of ache is always molten LOVE meaning a willing warm body was 
snatched away by death or emotional caprice and though D could find no solace in that D 
should have. D, you should really find solace in that. How common you are in that. D wailed 
to the midnational branch of the Mississippi river singing LOVE casting rippling arm 
shadows on the water. 
 
D sang a song both loud and long which D borrowed from the people Led Zeppelin. He 
considered jumping in river to sing it true, borne along on D’s back in D’s boots under the 
wheel of the sky on the axel of the sun which is LOVE but D knew D couldn’t swim and D 
wanted to live if only to LOVE another day and eat another taco LOVE. D sang slowest Zep 
song known. 
 
“What a voice!” said a voice after clearing its throat of the hermit years. From a mud-cave in 
the inclined side of the gooey hill beneath D’s feet but three meters above rivery roil a muddy 
man with mop-hair scampered right up at D like LOVE. 
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**** 
 
 
D was renting a humble kitchenbedette  right on Lake Street over the famous Blue Heron café 
where the girl who’d lost her taste and smell worked. The blonde with the Swiss Miss plaits. 
Ah. 
 
D’d recently quit his job on the stinking river-tunnel docks in a department store downtown 
and had enough super-tokens boxed in the bank to pay two-and-a-half months of rent on his 
kitchenbedette if he chose to eat and three months if he didn’t. Lake Street felt like the run-
down back of both neighborhoods the eight-lane street divided because there were very few 
trees along it and several used car lots and Mexican joints with outdoor seating on rickety 
benches and a token-operated bestiality booth or a Jerk Box every five blocks or so and bars 
where the beers were spiced with Asian blood for that extra oomph. D prepared tacos while 
the muddy man he’d found in the river bank took a luxurious (for him) directed-energy 
shower. I am trying to keep this part of the chapter relatively normal. We are still in 
flashback one while older D is still in the dark of 4 in the a-m in Moog’s idling clot-red 
station wagon, waiting to be shot in the head. 
 
To a beat. 
 
D’s kitchenbedette was essentially a kitchen with a bed in it and a door to a bathroom and 
three curtainless windows in the wall to the North overlooking Lake Street. His futon was 
under the over-sized wall-hinged table tripling as storage space and a bunkbed with an area, a 
clearing, a gap in the magazine stacks and penny-piles and sock jumbles, provided for tacos. 
The futon doubled as a floppy petabyte memory-bank storing a perfect chemical model of 
JJDDBBE’s floriferously ultra-copious Cumnumen. The upper class Ojibwa Princess’s ultra-
copious Cumnumen D’d lost all access to save in the form he maintained in the memory bank 
of his bed reeked wonderfully of cinnamon and crayfish. D would have to clear the table top 
if the mud man was planning on sleeping over. 
 
But D wondered about the mud man… 
 
He’d seemed lucid enough on the long walk with D back to D’s kitchenbedette and had even 
offered fairly rational advice on the topic of D’s breakup with JJDDBBE but didn’t living in a 
mud cave along the Mississippi deserve a default diagnosis of some kind of mental problem? 
The sane-but-homeless lived in cardboard boxes behind supermarkets. The mud man had 
said, 
 
“If you love something, set it free. If it comes back, never make that blunder again.”  
 
He’d said other things too. He was full of sincere enthusiasms for D’s singing. He offered 
himself to D as D’s manager while walking backward, facing D, making a passionate case 
and gesticulating wildly, inadvertently flinging mud every which way for emphasis. Video 
information faded in and out on certain squares of the sidewalk, some cracked,  as they 
passed, and several followed them in playful swerves, way ahead then back, like stray dogs 
disingenuously presenting hunger as playfulness and asked them to eat at X or shop at Y but 
D had trained himself to never look down or up (at the billboards) outside his kitchenbedette 
while walking. But he couldn’t help glancing at the playful pretty colors and vivacious 
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gamines and flowers or dogs with Frisbees in beach scenes running under his feet. Mud Man 
called D a real find. A long-form ad kicked in. Closeup of a gamine’s perfect ear was 
hopscotching sidewalk squares from miles back to catch up and follow. 
 
“Good-looking partially-black boy like you? With a white-sounding voice like that? We 
could make hundreds!” 
 
EDISON’S MIRTH-INDUCING EAR PLUGS 
 
“But why?” 
 
TURN THE WORLD INTO YOUR WHOOPEE CUSHION 
 
“For money, chump!” 
 
PATENTED AUDIO-MUTATION FILTER 
 
“Money is but a small problem.” 
 
APPROVED BY WORLD’S TOP COMEDIANS 
 
“LSSBBSKIN!” 
 
EDISON’S MIRTH-INDUCING EAR PLUGS 
 
“What?” 
 
NOW ON SALE AT HOMOLECTRIX 
 
“LSSBBSKIN!” 
 
TURN LEFT HERE 100 METERS SOUTH 
 
“What?” 
 
HOMOLECTRIX TURN LEFT HERE 
 
“Little Spiders Sometimes Become Big Spiders, Kill It Now!” 
 
HEAR WHAT EVERYBODY’S LAUGHING ABOUT  
 
A fleet of Injun Copwheels sounding like a thousand lawn mowers resembling dusty huge 
doughnuts in a long blue cloud aimed at the horizon projecting flashing hologrammaticals of 
three-storey headdressed chiefs at every intersection right palms outstretched commanding 
perpendicular traffic to STOP as they roared by. 
 
The year was ’87.  
 
He’d left the door unlocked and the faucet running in the sink. The kitchenbedette  still 
smelled of her… 
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“My humble…” 
 
…of her… 
 
When Mud Man finally emerged from D’s directed-energy shower his long, mumble-blonde 
hair was slicked back in a pony tail tied with a rubber-band he must have had with him all 
that time in the riverbank cave. He’d hacked away his beard with D’s toe-nail scissors and 
then shaved the stubble with the last bit of sharpness to a disposable razor D had been 
conserving for a month. His cheeks were slap-ruddy from the scraping and he stood in the 
door to D’s bathroom naked with a neighbor’s warped vinyl Dylan blaring, hands on his hips, 
salami half-cocked and tip-dripping (the water keeps the microwaves from incinerating you, 
as it explains on the package), with an anticipatory what-problem-should-we-fix-next smile 
on his face. Behind Mud Man on the wall was D’s poster of a shit-eating-grin-bearing Willie 
Mays on one knee, bat upright on perfect grass and its hilt gripped heraldically thumb-down 
like Excalibur, most of the colors but the blue bleached out. 
 
…of her Cumnumen… 
 
“Threads couldn’t be salvaged, man?” asked D, who glanced away as he returned a small 
plastic container of grated taco cheese to the refrigerator. Not super comfortable with the 
male stranger’s fat dangle or rosy sluiced peach-crack as the male stranger in his kitchen 
turned and toweled his underarms. 
 
“At this point they are structured mud,” said Mud Man over his shoulder. 
 
Her florid Ojibwa Cumnumen 
 
D tossed him JJDDBBE’s still-fragrant too-long bathrobe which had once been D’s still-
fragrant too-short bathrobe and Mud Man sat at the clearing on D’s kitchen table in a 
perfectly-fitting bathrobe and waited for D to join him before starting on tacos as the 
bathrobe absorbed Mud Man’s gradually-regenerating fragrance with polyester grace. 
 
Where Mud Man sat at the clearing on the table was where JJDDBBE was supposed to be 
sitting. D felt the coping drug wearing off  but there was enough of a shimmer on the glaze of 
everything still and missing tits and the tiny music box of laughter that belonged to them 
were everywhere he looked. He saw JJDDBBE’s full mouth and short nose and narrow low 
forehead and black silk serape of hair where Mud Man’s thin lips, Germanic nose and 
receding pony-tail hairline simmered in a beam of late-morning sun which had mere minutes 
before contented itself with spreading flat on the windowpane like a sugary plasma of sparkle 
in the scratches in the glass without entering. D projected beautiful neutral black upper class 
LOVE Ojibwa eyes where Mud Man’s actual eyes reflected cold European ambition of 
murder’s sticky wet conquests.  
 
Her crayfish-and-cinnamon Cumnumen.  
 
Cunt in old English to an Eighties beat. 
 
DUMPED FOR A CAFfer 
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Mud Man was waiting to eat and skimming a copy of the Two-Town Rag, the grubby free 
newspaper in bleeding ink you could find in piles all over the place, sometimes in open wire 
racks and sometimes in newspaper machines of molded shock-resistant plastic the teens loved 
to kick which you didn’t have to stick coins in to open despite their coin slots and often just 
sagging in smudged heaps, piles and heaps, in vintage clothes shops and record stores and 
oily wings from which were blown around the sidewalks in front of Mountain Burger and 
other chains down Lake Street desolate as LOVE. 
 
The coping drug had nearly worn off completely by the time D addressed his meticulously 
structured taco. The Mud Man said skoal and dug in and D no longer saw the lost Ojibwa 
Princess where Mud Man hunched chewing LOVE. He saw a Mud Man chewing while 
skimming the Classifieds in the Two-Town Rag for a keyboarder. Finding nothing Mud Man 
paged no-nonsensically to the poignant chronicle of metrical half-truths they called the 
Personals and dreamed of legally violating a stranger’s unloved body for a night. 
 

**** 
 
By the evening of that day, D had pissed the last few micrograms of the coping drug out of 
D’s system and D’s piss felt less electrically carbonated and D was feeling lots more social 
and less like jumping into the Mississippi so D put a clean poncho over a sackcloth loin cloth 
and stepped into sandals and took Mud Man to the Uptown Bar and Grill on Hennepin 
Avenue, about a block South of Lake Street. It was a Friday night and the place was packed 
with jabbering Yuppz so D and Mud Man shared a plate of onion rings at the bar wedged 
between a gaggle of New Wave gamines with blonde or magenta buzzcuts having beers 
riotously at Mud Man’s back and the simmering CAF guy to D’s immediate left. The CAF 
guy was alone and beefy with the hated insignia of the orange maple leaf on a red triangle 
bordered in green blatant on each biceps of his short-sleeved khaki jumpsuit and his jaw was 
welded in a grimace. If you tapped his chin with just the right rhythm on just the right fault-
line his face would explode, a quality it shared, reflected D, with JJDDBBE’s ass, thinking 
longingly of that flat white spot at the base of her terracotta spine where seven aboriginal 
passions coiled:  
 
1 the passion for pleasure 2 the passion for justice 3 the passion for 
power 4 the passion for submission 5 the passion for order 6 the 
passion for destruction 7 the passion for creation and 8 D thought  
 
Stop and 
 
Order beers from ugly bar maid with 
 
Cumnumen like  
 
hairy gunwound just 
 
stop 
 
Joe Jackson’s “Is She Really Going Out With Him?” swarmed down from the Uptown’s 
ceiling-affixed sound-system like pastel spiders before the live music was scheduled to begin. 
D shouted,  
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“If we professionalize team sports in the U.S., that’s the end of team sports in the U.S. The 
gifted amateur is the source of all the beauty and glory in team sports in the U.S. The best 
baseball or football or basketball players in every city of every state…” 
 
“But there’s something to be said,” shouted Mud Man. 
 
D shouted, 
 
 “Let me finish. The best baseball players etcetera in every city etcetera come to play in the 
great gleaming stadiums that are free admission for the love of the game, not for ugly 
mountains of cash and cocaine etcetera and that purity expresses itself on the playing field. 
What people don’t generally get is that purity or impurity in national sports is the foundation 
of a society’s …” 
 
“But the Canadian teams routinely crush the U.S. teams at the Olympics,” shouted Mud Man 
with a hint of genuine plaint after popping an onion ring down his batter-webbed maw. It was 
obvious that he’d been a hermit for as long as he’d claimed, despite how smart he looked in 
D’s borrowed green flannel bowling shirt and tent-poled dress pants because he no-
nonsensically chewed with his mouth open and openly no-nonsensically picked his nose and 
openly sported a no-nonsensical hard-on in the presence of heart-juddered teats in silky green 
blouses. D made a mental note to never leave open drinks in his refrigerator while Mud Man 
was staying there.  “Not that I’m…” 
 
“The Canadian players are steroid-pumped freaks with no grace, humanity or nuance,” 
shouted D. “Savage role-models for a savage national culture… are there bigger swines on 
the planet, pray tell?” 
 
One of the hooting gaggle of New Wave women at Mud Man’s back jostled him so hard Mud 
Man dropped the onion ring he was poised to pop into Mud Man’s mouth and she shouted 
“Sorry!” with a shrug and a smile meaning, either, girls will be girls or Hey it’s Friday night 
or something or other about onion ring Kismet or Karma. What is written will be. The onion 
ring rolled under the bar and landed next to a twenty-year-old suicide note written in lip-liner 
on an embossed napkin from another bar. The CAF guy tapped one of D’s scapulae and it 
was like being tapped on the scapula with a hammer. D turned and sort of shrank when the 
CAFfer stood from his barstool though he wasn’t quite as tall as D but he was wider than two 
Ds and dense as deuterium. He locked eyes with D showing the idle expression of a 
vacationing professional killer and said, almost inaudibly, 
 
“I’m sorry you feel that way about my homeland.” 
 
Before D could inflate his pants with hot brown jets the CAF guy put his khaki cap on, 
klinked some tokens in a sweaty tin column on the bar and marched into fizzing Friday’s 
twilight. The Uptown had a Jerk-Box to the right of the entrance, a Jerk-Box with a retro-
image in a silver frame over the tasseled floor-length drapes, a ‘50s-style illustration of a 
busty brunette in a diaphanous teat-accentuating nightgown with a beckoning finger and a 
wink with vandalized eyes over the heavy purple drapes and D had at first assumed that the 
CAFfer was headed straight for that box with a fist full of angry tokens, but, no, he’d kept 
going right past the Jerk-Box and on to the sidewalk toward some unknown fate in grey fizz.  
The girl with the blonde buzz-cut, the one who had apologized for knocking Mud Man’s 
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onion ring out of his hand, shouted “I have to say I agree with what you were saying,” and 
reached across Mud Man’s tent-poled lap and shook D’s hand with a firm, wet handshake. 
“About sports.” 
 
Mud Man shouted, “D, this is Synkro, with a ‘k’.” Synkro in a dirty suede jacket with turned-
up collar over a black Gordon Lightfoot in the Forbidden City t-shirt D sincerely hoped was 
comedic or random. 
 
“Synkro,” nodded D. 
 
Synkro shouted “Juno, Badja, Bobber and Thad,” and pointed at each of her buzzcutted 
gamine entourage in turn. Synkro was a typical N’orker and her band’s near-future was 
possibly bright because she had a potent secret. She shouted “Bobber fellates bar owners and 
booking agents to advance our career as a unit!” They all laughed, none more heartily than 
Bobber, who looked a little non-white like D. All the girls were winningly flat-chested, 
narrow-hipped and smooth-skinned. Sleek as seals, thought D. D let an eye linger on Bobber 
who was otter-brown in her green silk blouse and her plush magenta lips had nothing to do 
with Synkro’s potent secret. Synkro’s androgynous blonde buzz-cut vs JJDDBBE’s black silk 
serape of hair, thought D in the emergency-mind of his cockadick:  No contest. Vs Bobber in 
her string of pearls so good around an armoire-colored neck. Contest? 
 
“I’m glad you all didn’t have to watch my bones get obliterated by that CAFfer,” shouted D. 
He gestured a mock toast with his beer glass but didn’t drink. Someone nearby boofed and 
what disgusted D was how boof smelled slightly salty warmly appetizing as the ghost of the 
onion ring it was in truth.  
 
[Mud Man’s boof was lonely external clue that he was no-nonsensically 
conceptualizing and discarding Byzantine plots to trigger Synkro’s death so D 
could step in as the singer of her crack gamines. Were they crack gamines? It all 
depends on how well they can play, thought Mud Man. Mud Man pictured 
squeezing Synkro’s precious dirty-white brains in gooey goop-outs from between 
his fingers in a naked Pan-pose on the circular driveway in front of God’s mansion 
on the Eastern shore of the lake to get a reaction because people were less and 
less intimidated by God’s unlikely presence in a rental property on Earth.] 
 
Synkro shouted,  
 
“Oh he never obliterates anybody’s bones. He must be some kind of a sadomasochist who 
likes to come to the Uptown and get insulted. Everybody knows all the CAF joints are teat-
clubs downtown.” She continued, “Bobber’s been out there on the base and she says it’s like 
a city of its own out there. Most of them have never left the base except to rape locals.” 
 
“Go figure,” shouted Mud Man and he high-fived Bobber. 
 
“Thing is my girlfriend dumped me for a CAF pilot,” shouted D with a “crazy-world, isn’t 
it?” laugh and a wounded shrug but the effort went wasted. No one wanted to hear a love-lost 
narrative on a Friday night in a happening bar with odorless psychoactive gasses being 
pumped from vents under the barstools. D ordered a crayfish salad from the ugly bar maid 
and reached for a shaker of cinnamon on a nearby table. 
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“So how long have you two known each other?” shouted Synkro, gesturing at D and then 
Mudman and back at D again with a sloshing stein and mouthing sorry. The bleeding-
cockadick-shaped wetspot on D’s poncho was cold on D’s sternum until he fluffed the 
poncho out from his sternum. 
 
“Since this morning,” shouted D as he fluffed the beered poncho out from his sternum.  
 
“For a life time,” said Mud Man. The modern world was a city racing toward a showdown 
between beer drinkers and devotees of coffee the drink ie the people of the grain against the 
people of the bean. There were very few ugly people left in the city and the ugly bar maid 
was unique and secretly rode with the bean and was clearly a nervous wreck from historical 
death-threats and caffeine. 
 
Synkro stood up as though on an ultrasound cue and proclaimed in explorer’s voice “Art's 
true purpose is to return some Dignity, Majesty and Heroic Grace to the Condition and Story 
of the Nobody!” and a semi-circle around Synkro’s circle of friends and brand new 
acquaintances abutting the bar gave mild applause and someone proposed toast. 
 
After the gamines took the stage and the bartender killed a Rick Springfield anthem in media 
res and patrons hooted the gamines tuned their handmade instruments while Synkro made 
self-conscious meta-patter about self-induced abortions and weather so D asked Mud Man 
what he’d meant by that remark, the thing about knowing each other for a lifetime. No one 
else had seemed to hear it. What did it mean?  
 
What had he meant by it? 
 
“You really don’t remember?” asked Mud Man.  
 
Mud Man ordered another beer and suspended his predatory smile over the golden 
thunderhead of foam capping the Uptown Bar stein and froze for a whole minute like a 
national ad (Mud Man froze and flickered like paused videotape) one eyebrow lifted in a 
perfect display of self-mocking beer-cognoscenti desire. A call to arms in the cosmic grain vs 
bean war. 
 
“Oh my fucking…” said D, splayed brown fingers suddenly covering violet lips as the 
BuzzKunTz tore like tender bullets into their first number. D remembered. D looked at Mud 
Man and D remembered. Nobody said “Oh my fucking God” anymore. But who on Earth 
said “pray tell”? 
 
“Fuck the Canadians, Fuck the Canadians, Fuck the Canadians, we all do,” shrieked Synkro 
to a driving timbale US drum-machine rhythm. “Fuck the Canadians, Fuck the Canadians, 
Fuck the Canadians, you should too!” 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chapter Two: DEMEANING OF LIFE 
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Shhhh. Quiet. Be very very quiet. You’re slightly late.  
 
No camera? No recorder? Just this notebook and pencil?   
 
I approve.  
 
Slip these slippers on.  Comfy? Radium-heated. Down the contemplative Chagalls-lined 
hallway tiptoe we. Thirsty? Have this before we enter. Warm and good and not too titmouse-
in-winter-needy. A steamed cocoa-beer from one of the border states. Missouri, I think. Drink 
of it. Have you ever worked in the presence of herbal comas before? No? Any noise you 
make or word you utter or boof you cut will tend to shade the experience or deflect the 
trajectory of the soulmind in question, which is tethered to a Zero Point of infinite receptivity. 
Sign this release (in English script). Here and here. And your initials. Excellent.  
 
Behold I pull the plaited chords with o such quiet care and doesn’t the chamber suddenly 
double in depth as the velvet purple parts like some giant’s big-labia Jerk-Box ‘til you doubt 
the actual evidence of your slanting eyes? Are you dreaming, Dearest Chinaman? No! You 
are reflecting foetons which are reflected foetons from the armoire-colored monument of the 
nude reclining corpus of The Worlds-Famous Mama D’Avoire! A genius attends to her 
bottom (the genius called her Merlin called her PER or PA ETRA) as a harelipped intern 
(from the proburbs) dry-washes the nesty vastness of D’Avoire’s eighty-year-old Afro in 
yonder earthenware bowl of germinating oats on loan from a tributary Chieftain who owes 
her one! O say can you hear the measured rise and fall of D’Avoire’s altered ribs supporting 
the most photographed grain-based implants in the US? The armoire-colored megateats of M. 
D’Avoire? The still-hard sheens on the still-supple fleshes! The subtle drag of feted nipples 
grip at breathing monogrammed sheets! Seven times every US minute the sweet warm gas-
mélange called air is sucked by D’Avoire’s autonomic urge then mixed with prana and 
platelets and incandescent smattering of mitochondrial extraterrestrials in the propulsive 
crucible of her heart! One out of every two-hundred USands is carrying penicillin-resistant 
extraterrestrials is what the figure now indicates as you are or are not aware! So D’Avoire is 
revealed (this is your exclusive!) as being or having, among so many other attributes and 
qualities…! 
 
The journalist scribble-scratches never once glancing down… 
 
…the judder of the implants as sea-level-pressures press like Bigfoot’s feets on the sternum 
twixt the megateats and out comes the borrowed air much warmer and sweeter and so good 
for the ferns with D’Avoire’s conversion of the gasses. Think of it: by now she’s reconverting 
one of yours. One of mine. His (gesture at) and hers (gesture at) as well. O say can you hear 
the gurgle of strawberry colonic? The glubs and swirls of pink spatter on brilliant aluminum 
in the bottom of the kidney-shaped pan when the tube comes out? So pure you could drink it? 
The patriotic imagic of Mama D’Avoire! D’Avoire the improbably whomp-teated 
doppelgänger of a pretty young natural-haired Diana Ross except mucho years older but 
looking so very younger and slender-limbed lying the better part of two armoire-colored 
meters in bed with one hose up her ass and another up the razored Velcro of her nationally-
famous Cumnumen and counting!  D’Avoire! The air electric with PER ETRA’S Old Spice 
and odorless psychoactive gasses being pumped from vents in the hassocks! 
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D’Avoire in the ninth working day of her herbal coma! 
 
This is the herbal coma and what they call pseudo-consciousness yet she’s awake alright but 
not in this room and not with this body. Extremely expensive. Out of the league of even 
Major Tokens and related metal artifacts such as pre-war Doubloons up there in the economic 
stratosphere of Lucre Chits and Corn Bonds and highest of high (unless you’re in the position 
to present an entire city as a coin as has been known to happen) Municipal Harvest Trading 
Certificates as the medium of exchange in Federal business. The glamorous therapeutic 
armoire-colored coma. Costs 1.7 Corn Bonds per fortnight. Unimaginable sum. D’Avoire is 
one with the weather now and for another fortnight and PA ETRA bagging a baronial 
paycheck for it while the intern helps for free. This corpus called D’Avoire reclines in the 
visible world-curve of its immanence while soulmind kites and terns above the warped 
Masonic boardgame board of the Two-Towns, the pied and vast irregular coin, the streets and 
parks and shops and teat-clubs and flatblocks. Soulmind blending with sunlights in day and 
grading into moonlights at night: the sugary conscious plasma of her soulmind because 
Consciousness is sleepless unlike the fragile witness of the liquid-filled corpus it leaves 
snoring. A soulmind kiting and terning through glints against spires and the long delta 
wingtips of glassbottomed Triremes with their pink balloon skulls like bubblegum lucent by 
day and moon-blind in rings among midnight’s adulterous beer steins in the cricket cool of 
the soil’s own souls as vapor rising in beergarden gardens where haunches wriggle like huge 
smooth earless violet cyclopean rabbitheads poking out bushes for a sniff with oozing 
coinslot mouths. D’Avoire’s vacationing awareness is sentimental and makes beloved US 
flag ripple wherever she finds old jaunty red, blue and black of gloria. The bright blue 
thunderbolts represent strokes of divine justice on the red and black 
checkerboard of human reason, thirteen bolts on sixty four squares, thirteen states 
and sixty four cities inspiring a patriotic tear-of-ectoplasm streaking along the length of the 
astral body of D’Avoire’s rising soulmind while meanwhile the titmouse-in-winter scratch of 
the foreign journalist’s pencil on a US-bought notebook’s grateful paper product of the US. 
The upper tube comes out with a blarp and goes back in. The lower tube comes out with a 
blarp and goes back in. Strawberry enema smells good. The Cumnumenal Nutrient treatment 
smells very strangely like old dictionaries. Of Time and Punctuation. Zoom  
 
In 
 
PER ETRA checks the copper cock on the lower tube and stage-whispers to the almost-
comically-attentive intern, 
 
“Machine is the verb made real. Whereas Organism…” adjusting the copper cock on the 
rubberglass tube feeding the violet flower of D’Avoire’s larded rectum with a wince. 
“Organism…” another wince. An appetizing pink froth in the lower translucent tube. 
“Organism is Machine with no particular purpose and very tiny parts.”  
 
“Mark this connecting paradox well. The purposeful emerges from the purposeless as a pre-
condition of purposelessness.”  
 
The pencil scratched and the intern looked up sharply 
 
The pencil scratched and stroked the rudiments of a Chinese puffpiece on D’Avoire 
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Zoom in 
 
In 
 
On 
 
The black nosecone of pencilpoint rockets lined skies of paperspace to lie  
 
Every Two-Towner is familiar from birth with the inspiring bullet points of the legend of 
D’Avoire:  
 

1. She moved from the proburbs very youngly, barely able to literāte, 
dreaming of shimmy-girl success yet finding dirty mean jobness (paid for in 
head) undulating ‘cross splinter-spunk stages built with toilet proximity at 
nameless grubby teat-clubs for skuzzy CAFfers to come downtowny… 
sharing a kitchenbedette with several other shimmy-girls by daylights… 
living on tiny tokens and rancid lamb tacos and poring over poured-over 
grammars and primers and bibles every morning before noonshift to master 
the realm of discourse while absent-mindedly waxing her Cumnumen 

2. She worked her way up the shimmy-girl pyramid at the first wretched teat 
bar in record time (a fortnight) until she woke as star dancer one gloria 
morning aided by congenital attributes of pretty face… great stature (6’7” 
tall!)…  slender shapes… great odors… natural rhythm (and head) 

3. She put some Major Tokens (and head, twice) down on grain-based 
Hindenburg-class implants and tooth-screen inlays (advertise with a smile! 
attract lucrative sponsorships! provide your own subtitles!)  and sub-
Saharan dancing lessons and electro-dynamic thigh-enforcements (four-in-
one package deal for pros) and moved on up from grubby tiny-token 
titmouse-in-winter-dystopia to reign in blinding glorias at the premiere teat 
bar in the heart of downtown Two-Towns (West side of the river)… 
undulating athwart the laser-illuminated two-meter diameter chromium-
surfaced piston riser of the rising and falling three-story stage as it rose 
and fell three stories all night, faster and faster until her stomach dropped 
with zero-g moments of stifled panic she continued to Frug and Twist and 
Monkey and Watusi and Hustle and Robot right through 

4. Until the canny double-whammy bought her own deluxe lily-scented teat-
club across the street and  smashed the competition like Mjölnir down a 
line of tenpenny nails in a breadloaf and turned the teat-club flagship into a 
chain called HAVING with Federal support from the usurping Canadians 
and their Canadian Intelligence Agency 

 

**** 
 
 
Zoom out.  
 
An errant thought about Dmytri took her there.  
 
She had forgotten to control her thoughts again.  
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The disembodied soulmind of the great lady D found Dmytri with a man who looked 
remarkably like Dmitry’s 8th grade English tutor but  nine years older staggering under 
gaslamps on Hennepin Ave at closing time, tripping on the shadows from the little caged 
flames. His name was Mr Boue, she recalled, unless she was just seeing a ghost which really 
aren’t ghosts at all but folded timestream overlays and she had fired Mr Boue from the job 
the day after she’d peepholed Mr Boue’s tweed-wrapped pelvis shouldering a cock into the 
mummymouth of Dmytri’s plum bum in the laybrary but only because Boue was doing it on 
the clock, thinking “Noinker!” The look on Dmytri’s shuteyed sideface on the apple-red arm 
of the armchair was not pained andstrue Mama D encouraged juvenile narcisexuality (as did 
many of rich) to cut down risk of paternity ie dirndl’d chicknics marching among lacquered 
dahlias of their gardens with exploding bellies and damaging placards and Corn Bonds 
dancing in their bookless eyes. She’d often dream-pictured rings of gravid hussies reflected  
bisque in the mint of the cool pool so better a soupshooter in Dmytri’s chiliport than Dmytri’s 
fellascope in some feral chicknic’s Cumnumen otherwise crudely put as quam. But the 
thought that Mr Boue was charging her for his sneering pleasure in the ear of her own son’s 
arse had been too much like capitalistic one-upmanship for D’Avoire to abide. Her soulmind 
circled a treetop and glid down under even’s grayscale parfait and levels of rain-beaded 
cables and sparks and one fissile atom of gnats to have much closer looks. 
 
One thing about astral projection. It was the original silent television. You couldn’t really 
hear, taste, smell or touch while having and doing ASPRO though why you could actually see 
Madame D couldn’t have told you. Something about foetons. You couldn’t feel-touch but 
you could push-touch like a breeze could touch. As could foetons as we recall from our 
childhood delight in our childish radiometers. Mama D’Avoire couldn’t hear what they were 
saying but they were obviously shitfaced drunk and making their way down the east side of 
Hennepin as though it were the long black deck of a ship in a storm and she was sure now it 
was Mr Boue with his arm around the shoulder of Dmytri D. D’Avoire, her son, Mr. Boue 
with longer hair and dressed in jeans and a bowling shirt instead of his famous tweed suits of 
chickenhawk tutoring yore. O how the minuscule have fallen. She’d sometimes wondered 
where Boue had gone after losing his plum position and now she partly knew. She could see 
with her soulmind eyes the incandescent smattering of mitochondrial extraterrestrials like a 
blinking cat hair or microcosmic Xmas lights curved across the upper middle of Boue’s spine 
near the T4 vertebrae and she knew it was only the matter of time. Time before this sexually-
transmitted-invasion moved through the great greased conduit of Boue’s cockadick into 
Dmytri’s clutching fundament, his under-mouth, his mannish Cumnumen aka boofer-logger 
from thereinto the hot cathedral coelum of the interior of Dmytri’s innocent body to claim a 
new base for their unknowable mission in Dmytri’s innocent body. Dmytri was twenty-two 
that July and Mama D’Avoire was ageless which meant she was ready for grandchildren 
meaning narcisexual assplay was no longer what Mama D’Avoire wanted for her only extant 
son and she wished with intense intent her astral body could feature powers to kill like some 
electric eels in which case she’d fix this ectoplasmic fang-pair on Boue’s fat dangle and sear 
him from inside while he did an aromatic tarantella and collapsed at the curb in a puddling 
volcano of chickenhawk meats. She had really fucked up and she knew it. An errant thought 
about Princess JJDDBBE took her there. 
 
 
 

Chapter Three: FOR ALL INTENSIVE PURPOSE 
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With all ears ringing from career-building amps of the BuzzKunTz and insulated in 
easygoing bubbles of beer D and Mud Man hopped on a ShitShuttle™ at corner of Hennepin 
and Lake, far too drunk-walking to walk. D had never ridden one and D thought why not and 
D thought it will be an experience and D thought D always thinks that before D experiences 
something D shouldn’t have experienced. They hopped on the ShitShuttle™ despite the fact 
the ShitShuttle™ headed North perpendicular to the direction the two would need to head 
East seven blocks to return to D’s Kitchenbedette on Lake Street over the famous Blue Heron 
Cafe. They hopped on as the bungholes in the curbs along Hennepin and sidestreets sprang 
open to pour sudsy streamies branching and melding in swirled sheets the nightly inch-deep 
municipal sluice of Uptown oiled by scented melting soap softly laved ‘neath high-stepping 
beer-bubbled home-bounders. D and Mud Man hopped on the ShitShuttle™ which was 
redolent of Lysol because it was the only transport they could afford because Mud Man had 
no tokens and the ShitShuttles™ were free and they both could use a piss or crap or piss and 
crap after this long evening out so they let three regular busses go by until ShitShuttle™  
encroached round the corner of Hennepin and Lake at 12:37 in the a-m, looking a bit dingier 
on the outside (aging technology) and dimmer on the inside (not enough biofuel to top 
batteries near beginning of the line) and perhaps a little embarrassing to be seen on after the 
green movement of mid-1970s had cooled somewhat and citizens were a little less cheerful 
about dynamic examples of public recycling on the level of citizens’ corpora. Dignity, 
Privacy, Meritocracy and Greed were experiencing resurgences that some (like D) were 
arguing was a result of the creeping Canadification of the US. They hopped on and the 
titmouse-in-winter-silence of the driver spoke not nor looked upon them and even 
purposefully deflected his gaze to trivial brown lights of the dashboard and this wasn’t like 
living in the US at all, this wasn’t like living in the good small country of the kind as it had 
been called in novels and pomes and popular song, it was like living in some dehumanizing 
Canadian Überopolis as they staggered ignored down the pitching dim aisle between and 
toward stalls with banging doors on the empty ShitShuttle™ and D saw that the NO 
VOMITTING pictograms over every stall were age-faded and curling up at the bottom. He 
chose a stall at the back of the bus under the NO VOMITTING pictogram at the bottom of 
which where it curled up now some practiced wag had markered in thick black letters 4-6pm 
and D shut the flimsy unlatchable door of his stall. D lifted his poncho and pulled his loin 
cloth down and took a cold square seat while all the doors on all the stalls banged open as the 
ShitShuttle™ took the curve into Colfax as the light changed. Mud Man settled into the stall 
beside D’s with a grainy mocking smile that had gained in smell what it had lost in focus as 
they humped and slammed in a contraption of many tons over potholes on Colfax in the dark 
trailing soapy parallel LP-dark tire tracks on the dusty streets away from the Uptown and was 
redolent of Lysol which reminded D that a Black nanny had used Lysol so religiously to cope 
with his toddling shitcapade overages that the smell of Lysol was now a religious synonym 
for the smell of shit to D if not the Black religious nanny.  
 
They call it Sadvertizing. 
 

OUT OF ORDER 
 
Through duodenal sidestreets they moved and in the dark between bedroomy buildings and 
oaks hung light with light-as-air detritus and memory’s fondest rope swings or frayed black 
traces thereof were in the sleeping grass scattered crickets of the State, batch somatic hacks, 
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crickets eating whatever they ate and boofing psychoactive gasses from minuscule carapace 
ventricles. Back in the ShitShuttle™ the immemorially-smudged plexiglass started just below 
shoulder level for D but because Mud Man was more average in stature Mud Man’s head was 
all that D could see sticking up out of the black stall and D thought of a jack-in-the-box that 
D’d had as a child, the jack-in-the-box called Baron Corvo and tried to remember who’d 
named the jack-in-the-box Baron Corvo and what the Corvo-called box felt like it meant and 
why and why D’s ebon cockadick was stirring just a little at the thought and D looked to see 
Mud Man tranced deep in a shit-forcing grimace. A grimace to expedite the pointed dump 
before they reached their stop. But D realized D didn’t need to shit at all D’s self and D’s 
expression evolved in lilting beer-blurred shifts from nostalgic introspection to simple 
serenity’s bladder relief as D gazed at militant fist of Mud Man’s hurry-shit grimace. D 
thought again in minor-keyed reveries of Baron Corvo and synchronicities surrounding 
bulbous rubber of mustached head in crank-handled box of D’s childhood. D felt tingles and 
twinges of memories D’d long locked up as a fanfare of duodenal pyrotechnics from sackbut 
of Mud Man’s aft heralded advent of gut’s last long deeply fissured king or mitered pope. 
Mud Man had completed thudding transaction in time for them to hop off at their stop but 
they were too beer-soft to consider what their stop might be and where exactly they intended 
to arrive so early in the a-m with D in a poncho and Mud Man in a flannel shirt. The exhaust 
fans on both stalls roared antique tapes of cheering anti-Semite stadiums packed like radiant 
pies on a black Teutonic map over the sound of which Mud Man said, 
 
“That hit the spot!”  
 
Mud Man pressed the bar to trigger laving spritzes but there came none.  
 
Mud Man pressed the bar to trigger laving spritzes 
 
Mud Man shouted unintelligibly and exited the stall with borrowed pants down and tried 
seven consecutive stalls in search of a functioning spritz bar as the bus made its way through 
the winding narrow dark little streets itself a gargantuan prismatic metal turd or mitered pope 
on wheels  dimly lambent with interior light stinking of Lysol and Mud Man found no 
functioning spritz bars which Mud Man considered an irony of cruel wit with an 
eschatological ring to it though perhaps the irony of it grew to nil. Mud Man had been living 
on the banks of the Mississippi in a mud-cave with an angled entrance for long these many 
years and defecating (upsidedownjackinabox) with sharpshooting aplomb at mouths of 
homemade five-meter chutes of yellow or white pvc pipes appropriated from building sites 
the pipes inclined down rooty-ooze bank to roils of the trillion unsprung signatures of the 
river and shot his jacks and popes. Mud Man had wiped louche arse with maple leaves and 
taco wrappers and Two-Town Rag in summer and moss in winter but in the here of now Mud 
Man’s first civilized shit as a re-upped member of society’s armless army found no 
reasonable means for wiping. Mud Man was stuck with afterbirth of what Mud Man’d blasted 
down fuscous fuelchannel to grated maw of compact bio-nuclear conversion plant welded to 
underbelly of the ShitShuttle™ featuring cesium maltese cross as a catalyzer to fast-track 
conversion of weighty fecals to Newtonian footpounds = forward motion through peristaltic 
streets. And Mud Man stricken with biting orange nostalgia-griefs for lifestyle he’d left 
behind in a rash act of re-civilization merely because he’d heard a Blackish boy rock some 
Zep up there on Mud Man’s mush-edged cliff. And who the boy turned out to be! Fate’s fetid 
chuckling! Mud Man aka Mr. Boue sobbed vivid 
 
unsimulated tears un 
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stinting to 
 
D as Mud Man hiked the borrowed pants with bomb-defusing ginger over cooling unwiped 
poultice sobbing Mud Man will and must 
 
“die of deracinated shame!” 
 
unless they disembark post haste the ShitShuttle™ at the very last of downtown’s stops 
before the ShitShuttle™ crosses the river to the East of the Two-Towns and from that stop to 
make our way to the primeval silhouette of Nicollet Island and these sobs so heart-punch 
real! D and Mud Man waited three farspaced and anguished stops bumping on the bus 
through abandoned warehouse district down very long old Washington Ave called The 
Avenue of the Elders where the wealthy kept the lithe and beautifully-preserved corpses of 
their long-haired loved ones in spot-lit Lucite cones on plinths suspended undressed in a rosy 
gel in endless rows down both sides of the avenue and along the avenue’s median’s 
overgrown littered grass as well with the wealthiest elders in the highest cones like tens of 
meters up and further on until the very last stop and D and Mud Man had watched the spotlit 
chin-down, toes-splayed crease-belly lifeless red and sometimes white elders roll by in a 
sobered hush and now came back to themselves in the here of breathing now. The 
ShitShuttle™ glid to their halt and D and Mud Man prepared to disembark as Mud Man 
blubbed and sniffed at the immemorially-smudged back door of the ShitShuttle™ and used 
D’s actual name which was Dmytri sniffing Dmytri let me off of this nightmarish symbol of 
so-called civilization.  
 
And Dmytri sobered by the trip said it is going to be okay again Mr. Boue. 
 
With two-legged hops off the grating grunge-grouted rear exit steps off the ShitShuttle™. 
From back edge of Western side of Two-Towns they walked languid gravel spiral declines 
through ramifying darks of old road down to primeval silhouette of Nicollet Island by 
obscure treaty the only unlit acres in the Two-Towns where even batch-somatic-hack 
community of crickets were constitutionally illegal in inner-city-countryside of wild 
aboriginal Nicollet Island. Everything here was old and uncontrolled and natural by super-
wise treaty of the Founding Moms whose pie-faced long-haired aboriginal faces scowled 
twenty stories tall in unnatural stone-white majesty through all hours and every season from 
far horizon of Rushmore near western US edge aka the Eastern Mexican border. The spiral 
fed a jetty which curlicued over horripilating panes of patent leather water into big black 
cookie or giant dry pie of Nicollet Island. Tameless things nearly big as pheasants scuttle and 
slam through scrub and bush and stumble-root as D and a bow-leggedly-beshitted Mud Man 
intruded humble through prehistory’s foyer under a moon resuming candor where murk’s 
bottle of sliver sky glowed filthy in its silvers. Mud Man birthed a bland epiphany with, 
 
“I guess I just had a nervous breakdown up there.” 
 
And Dmytri said it is going to be okay  
 
D and Mud Man halted so Mud Man might squat in the bush and gouge some moss from a 
natural outcropping spilling potato bugs. Mud Man softscraped his boofer-logger with 
unguent moss like originalist inhabitants of the island. Mud Man oofed with relief’s sweet re-
humanizing pleasure of intimate balances restored and D cleared D’s throat and D said, 
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“Do you remember Baron Corvo, Mr. Boue?” and D’s voice felt strange to D in the fringed 
copse like a long red hair run through a dark green pudding. 
 
“Do I remember Baron Corvo?” echoed Mud Man, haunched with invisible semi-grins in 
blackly-lambent copse as he finished and his boofer-logger winking nearly clear. Indeed Mud 
Man remembered when he had been the embodiment of wit and fucking itself, a young 
insatiable cockadick in tweeds espousing in deed the living argument that all meat’s 
knowledge is carnal. The ephebe-baiting Corvo his avatar. One year in particular there were 
jacks-in-the-box called Corvo dispersed in dozens across the finer neighborhoods of the 
Western Bank of the Two-Towns, none being a larger jack in a tighter box than the lubricated 
specimen leering that year over Dmitry’s adolescently rumpled bed, with a functioning 
abacus for its headboard, which D always assumed his mother had given him the very day the 
tutor came to live in the D’Avoire mansion for reasons of her own. 
 
“I do not,” said Mud Man, finally and D he let the issue drop. 
 
 
DON’T YOU KNOW WHO THIS IS? 
 
 
With Mud Man wheezing softly at his back and reeking faintly still of shit espied D 
undetected through bronchial scrim of leafless black a six-man gathering of bums with 
coffee-glossed lips guided by bummy murmur. The bums facelit by trashcanned flames sculpt 
doublechins of yelloworange whiskerspark with curve-dancing fire-knives from out this 
malachite of outcropped night. D was five minutes too young to know as yet just who these 
namely Shaggy Monks of Unfuck were which is The Shaggy Monks of Unfuck and their 
overwhelmingly unnecessary vow to never lay fingers on the flesh of the opposite sex (or six) 
this Nomosexual cabal in exile on Nicollet Island. The leader of the bunch a man called Tree 
a tall man Tree with Afro nearly grand as Dmitry’s mother’s own ‘Fro with leaves and 
foilbits and seashells of Tree festooning Tree’s Afro. Tree hammered night’s rock with 
Mjölnir of Tree voice and piss-reek Monks of Unfuck belching and boofing, nodding, rapt 
and restive after feather-strew gorge on mess. Pigeon-grease shellacked flame-shaped multi-
chins in sixes. There had been a real terrifying mélange of coffee and grease-popping 
pigeonfritterstink as D and Mud Man approached their Bruegely Nomosexual campfire. 
 
“Philosophy?” asked Tree with sneer of coffee-greened chompers and rustling debris in Afro 
on his to-and-fro-Afro-head.  
 
“Philosophy…Snark Hunt… sponsored by the aristocracy… the aristocracy… to keep all 
scholarly types with curious minds and analytical talent tied up with trite or easy or 
obscurantist questions their wholly hole lives, wading through and then churning out libraries 
of useless doorstops instead of turning intellectual powers on important questions like who 
really rules the world and why did they kill John Lennon and if the popes in control really 
want to kill the drug trade, why are they doing everything they can to keep the prices up and 
the channels of distribution open?” 
 
“If we start with the premise that the answer to the oldest philosophical question, ‘Why do we 
live and die?’ is ‘The State’, we have finally answered a question and thereby created the first 
Philosophy, a concrete dialectic of actual measurements, a philosophy not of imponderable 
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infinitudes based on nebulous notions of a boundless universe in which we are lost as atoms 
in a putrefying titan’s last long boof but based on, confirmed by, limited, knowable, 
measurable qualities of a local condition that is the limit of that which we can reasonably 
discuss on a scale we are intrinsically familiar with! Much of what we mistakenly think of as 
‘philosophy’ is a mistake encouraged by the State, which would prefer you misunderstood it 
by setting your sites to a ridiculous height by deluding you with hubris. The State is the giver 
and taker of Life! Answers to the questions of why and when and how and by what means it 
does either are within our grasp because the State itself can be measured on foot. The State is 
a measurable Alpha and Omega. And when we have grasped all that, The State, necessarily, 
changes… opening the way for a New New Philosophy… the arrival of which will mean we 
have won the ultimate prize in the quest for the Truth, which being not merely the Truth as it 
is or was but the old Truth’s end. Only in the New Philosophy, the philosophy of the 
concrete, the measurable…is this… Eternal Birth of a Human Noon… aka FREEDOM…  
possible!” 
 
Etc. 
 
The fiery Tree spoke Lutherking cadence as Shaggy Monks of Unfuck glommed and leered 
and digested with coffee-glossed lips and life-force-distended intestines,  reiterating the 
arcane lullaby of principles eg: 
 

1. THE SEVEN SACRED HOLES OF MAN [right nostril, left nostril, right ear, 
left ear, mouth, boofer-logger, cockadick hole] and the  FIVE SACRED 
FLUIDS [piss, cum, sweat, spit, tears] 

2. “It is easier to dig up one hundred seeds than chop down a single 
redwood.” 

3. the triangular warning-mnemonic of Sacral Resistance: 
“CANADIFICATION-UNIFICATION-ERADICATION” 

4. and the cynical fact at the core of so much upheaval real and imagined 
which being as Tree put it kicking the dumpster fire that “Canada only 
wants US for our Mississippi’s access to The Gulf!” 

 
 
Plus five minutes of stuff about the Frege Frage and then ten on Capitalism’s trickster-
compulsion to Project False Forms (aka engineering masked as Science, entertainment 
masked as Art, propaganda masked as News, Torture-Rape masked as Love, politics as Pop, 
et al, with every prank accompanied by sinisterly inaudible laughter) D grew excited in his 
cockadick youth in those black-plaid Nicollet Island bushes from which D and Mud Man 
eavesdropped like giggling green Catholic-School Cumnumens. 
 
But then says Tree 
 
“ [blah blah blah]… the much-ballyhooed Telecommunications act… a Trojan whore to 
sneak Televisions into American Households. Telephones I don’t have anything against… 
they strike me as convenient, if anything. But Televisions? Consider the looming evil of 
professional sports! That’s pigeon grenades compared to the steaming neutron bull-dump of 
Television and guess what… they’ll use Television to show us professional sports… we 
won’t even get the benefit of the exercise of traveling to those devilish stadiums they’ll want 
to build in order to watch! But the bill will pass, we’ll get Television, Telephones, 
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professionalized sports and all the rest. In other words: goodbye the Good Small Country, 
US! Hello Subsidiary of Canada Incorporated!” 
 

And it was so too much   
 
for D’s excitable youth in its bones as 
 
“Shhh,” pressed frantic’s finger to D’s sweet Negroid lips as D hissed, near-audibly, in 
agitation’s grip,  
 

“[an unintelligible thing] !” 
 
And D shoved Mud Man’s protective arm aside stepping through branch-weave to jumping 
hammered copper disks of light around trashcan of liebrary’s fire, warmth from bales of 
books they carted away every Friday from ratswarm dump behind Hennepin County 
Loobrary, books disposed by county law to very minute of their expiration dates. The Shaggy 
Monks of Unfuck erupted with rasping mirths and boofs like torn wet hostel sheets with 
“Blackie!” and “Noinker!” as Mud Man followed D through Cumnumen-like  aperture in 
bush to flickering cognizance of their campfire fueled predominately by cookbooks, 
whodunits and primers from Mexican Coast that chilly eve on primordial’s last lonely little 
isle.  
 
Noting D’s facial expression Tree addressed D directly, 
 
“Don’t get your hackles up, whelp, we weren’t goofing on the luxurious shade of your 
touchable skin… am I not blacker? Measure my ‘Fro! ‘Blackie’ was how we called this shifty 
fucker back,” he finished, to gales, “when he was our suck! Like you’d say “fetch” to a dog, 
with boredom!” 
 
Mud Man nodded sheepish old cockadick-milking acknowledgments (as Bacchae Knave 
Junior mutters “Noinker!” with thumbs-gestures)  at certain of the Monks but gained some 
small puissance in his secret knowledge of one-minute’s-strength saying, 
 
“DON’T YOU KNOW WHO THIS IS?” 
 
“Beyond the obvious?” retorted Tree, scratching himbits. “Something, someone somehow 
more than manboy? Something sometime more than page, youth, taco-converter, lucky-yet-
ordinary bearer of the seven sacred holes? And maybe a good enough suck if we train him 
with your own raped help?” 
 
Portended Mud Man,  
 
“This, him,” with a chest-high chest-close finger crooked at thing unseen on cataracted lens 
of the moon lampooned by Eosphorus-blue phalloforms, “The only living son of Mama 
D’Avoire!” 
 
“Phwoar,” phwoared Tree, and Bacchae Knave Junior and CERN also, like three quarters of 
a barbaryshop quartet, as remaining nameless other Monks of Unfuck merely drew big 
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breaths bound in breath-bundle by overwhelmingly unnecessary vows to foreswear touch of 
female flesh unto death in uncoordinated attempt to respond as One in Wonderment with 
“Jeezis!” 
 
Bacchae Knave et al were much stronger than Bacchae Knave et al looked and hostaged D in 
place as Bacchae Knave et al labored fast to bind D fast in twines from bundled books 
Bacchae Knave et al had traditionally spirited from dumpster behind library every Friday 
after Thursday’s fast, gagging D with treated (urine/camphor) clump of same brand medicinal 
moss D’s Mud Man had wiped out Mud Man’s boofer-logger with and D passed out as night 
wheeled and slamming Earth. 
 
 
[caveat: Of course you read, when you are young, for collective-
dream-knowledge and tender support from the older or dead, 
longing for instruction on how to live, looking for tips, clues, 
templates, pictures to pattern your gestures after, foods and drinks 
to try, affectations to attempt to pass off as original and instinctual 
and the occasional semiprecious word to acquire and stuff into 
conversation without blinking as if you’ve been using it casually all 
your brand new life because you read in desperation for that 
reassuring wink from the writer, older or dead, that everything will 
turn out alright, that this is how it goes, it’s not so hard, do as those 
who came before you did and allow things to unfold in their natural  
progression of triumphs and setbacks, baby ducklings learning to 
swim or sparrows to fly, they just do it, it happens, the life you want 
will come if you close your eyes and allow it.] 
 

The burning camphor-dream Dmitry enters is reassuringly familiar, somehow, 

although it’s common for dreams to camouflage themselves as familiar when they are, in 
truth, alarmingly unprecedented, a kind of trickster-tactic build into the RNA itself and most 
often manifested on a racial scale by capitalism which is, as we know, an extension of the 
mytho-numeric obsessions of the collective subconscious which is, itself, RNA in its spiritual 
projection as Soul,  although Dmitry genuinely feels he feels as though Dmitry had had this 
familiar dream before. In stark warm flickerlight of nightmind theater JJDDBBE in Dmitry’s 
arms twirling ivory spoon in Dmitry’s boofer-logger while licking Dmitry’s soft glass 
imagined eye sharing JJDDBBE’s soft tarp of hair across their bodies like capacious tandem 
serape of ebonite gloss like night itself as attire. Dmitry knows well Dmitry is dreaming. How 
else to explain JJDDBBE in Dmitry’s arms with silver spoon in Dmitry’s boofer-logger while 
licking Dmitry’s soft glass unreal eye and JJDDBBE’s hair of serene black river as far as 
Dmitry’s functionally fictitious dream-eye could see?  Dmitry’s functionally fictitious glass 
eye burst with wet plosives of camels saying popsicles and Dmitry saw what resembled 
spurts of iridescent shakepuddle quiver-on strangely-concave back of JJDDBBE’s hand and 
JJDDBBE lifted and turned JJDDBBE’s goo-cocooned hand in heavenly choir-accompanied 
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spotlight for Dmitry to see before wiping hand thick in JJDDBBE’s toppled fragrant inkwell 
hair like synaesthete’s dream of wolf pack’s collective black moonlit spasm-spume-tasm 
tangling Dmitry’s and JJDDBBE’s burnished limbs as JJDDBBE twirled a heated pewter 
spoon in Dmitry’s gripping boofer-logger. It is with invigorating embarrassment that Dmitry 
realizes the spoon JJDDBBE is twirling is in JJDDBBE’S Cumnumen and not Dmitry’s 
boofer-logger and how could he think one was other or other was one or otherwise? 
 
JJDDBBE is planet’s distillation of natural grace in the betitted bundt-pan of human form, far 
closer to BEING than HAVING than HAVING to BE HAD 
 

5. JJDDBBE is planet’s distillation of natural grace in betitted bundt-pan of 
human form, far closer to BEING than HAVING than HAVING to BE 
HAD 

6. JJDDBBE  has this otter-sleek mucilage head when makes love the girl 
in high summer or showers 

 
Dmitry took her by the hand and led her out of the room. A stylistic tranquility overtook him. 
He knew he was only dreaming but that dreaming is only living in private. He wanted to 
spend this time with her, even if it was false, desire’s phantasm, a function of his own internal 
secretions too small to measure with a ladybug’s teaspoon. 
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THE STORY OF THE DREAM of JULIA 
 
Julia had never looked so perfect strange edible beautiful. Looking beautiful had never felt so 
important dumb insulting foul. Importance had  never felt so true false shocking 
unmentionable. Truth had never felt so human inhuman undead. Human had never felt. He 
wanted to worship and denigrate her. He wanted the goddess on her knees, sucking him big 
and slurpy-glazed helmet-sticky hot-domed, her hair in his hands like the fat silken leash, her 
coppery lips balloony raw and her coppery gaze averted and… 
 
“Where are we?” asked Julia. Regions of her face appeared to be a transparent surface like 
flaking-paint glass with glittered swirls of movement obscured beneath the alien glass candy-
hard shell. He understood that it was contact with this substance in eddy flow beneath and 
rich with essence he craved when he craved to fuck her. Julia had asked where they were. 
 
“Death,” said Dmitry. “My Deathness.” Deb. Muh debnuss. A skull-breaching bullet 
beginning its journey through thought-meat to trigger a succession of fleeting erections. 
 
“Oh.” 
 
The streetcar came around the corner through splattering noon under loosely-interlocking 
leaves, around the corner, soft cogs in a clock forever shattered by hammers of light, the 
streetcar in a shatter of anti-light leaves. Breeze-cooled chestnuts fell on sun-warmed roof of 
streetcar model projected from D’s youth and three chestnuts sounded something very close 
to a G7 chord in the tin drum of the projected streetcar’s roof and then one from the three 
struck comical percussion on Dmitry’s skull in a low Eb as they climbed on the streetcar 
which had not come to a complete stop around the corner Dmitry dreamed. The streets of 
ruddy cobbles and white houses were placid in a terrifying way as the streetcar came around 
the corner through scattered noons he recalled and compiled. Dmitry said, 
 
“Ouch,” and said ouch and rubbed the knot on his head with the fingers of one hand rubbing 
his head while grabbing a yellow pole with another as the streetcar dream accelerated through 
the streets in a bright cloud of its warning bells grabbing the pole, winding through the quaint 
community devoid of people and then up the mountain to the observatory of Palomar to 
continue in his bullet-scattering-brained scheme to smash the Canadian Patriarchy around the 
pole the streetcar swung him, fingering his skull where the chestnut knocked and/or  bullet 
entered at the far end of the radio dial. Dmitry clenching to make the style clearer now but 
then he lost it. 
 
Notes from The Dream:  
 
1 KNOBU radio station 
2 NOBU a devil-cold mineral-prism tumbling senseless in deep space 
away from the sun  broadcasting human consciousness; every 
micro-deviation in bandwidth is another soul, the further it 
approaches apogee, the more people are created, as it approaches 
perigee, population shrinks back to one: ATAM (meaning THE ONE) 
3 ATAM: the one 
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4 Human Reality is the violent conflict between urge and structure, 
Animal Reality = Urge IS Structure 
5. They take street car to Mt Palomar, walk through slow-motion 
scene from Rebel Without a Cause in which Dmitry is James Dean 
and it’s faintly horrible that the actors are aware of them as they 
enter observatory 
6. In the observatory they meet DOCTOR PER ETRA who explains 
about NOBU and that consciousness moves in one direction while 
causality moves in another (not quite opposite) direction 
7. Your Death creates your life 
 
 
 


